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Obtain a Retention Supervisor position responsible for Providing coaching and 
counseling to supervisory personnel to improve the supervisors ability to 
effectively direct their workforce combined with people solving skills to discourage
job abandonment and solid daily attendance.

SEPTEMBER 2005 – JUNE 2007
RETENTION SUPERVISOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Managed 12-15 person team to retain Sprint Nextel cellular customers utilizing 
creative and resourceful means to solve complex issues.

 Created exciting intra-team promotions designed to increase production and 
boost employee morale.

 Promotions resulted in the team regularly exceeding sales quotas, including 
being among the top five teams within the organization.

 Recognized for having highest retention rate within the department for 2007 
YTD.

 Regularly coached representatives towards effective retention and sales 
techniques.

 Led team to a record breaking 95.1% QA average, the highest in the history of 
Sprint Nextels retention department.

 Selected to train supervisors in Rio Rancho, New Mexico on effective coaching 
techniques through the Winning Ways QA process.

2001 – 2005
RETENTION SUPERVISOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 on behalf of Barclays Provide high quality responses to all complex referrals to 
customers Use initiative in developing resolutions to complaints by .

 Responsible for speaking with current clients of a unsecured merchant credit 
card who wish to cancel their service.

 Am responsible for explaining the program, discussing their concerns and 
retaining their business as a condition of my job.

 Consistently maintaining a save rate of over 50%.
 Handled transferred calls of upset customers Skills Used Computer and 

communication skills.
 Help customers retain Qwest DSL and wireline accounts.
 Trained new employees by resourcing new techniques.
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EDUCATION

BS In Mathematics

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Wordpress.
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